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How can the oil palm sector address its 
many challenges as we approach the 2020s?

• During my talk I will discuss how future success will require the oil palm 
sector to grasp the new tools of science and technology and to apply 
these in a more sophisticated region-specific manner. 

• Alongside this, the ongoing commitment to sustainability and 
responsible environmental stewardship should be further strengthened

• It is hoped that such approaches will enable the industry to emerge 
from being a provider of a relatively low cost generic commodity oil

• to being a more integrated partner in the supply of authenticated and 
certified environmentally friendly products for a wide range of end 
users around the world.    



High level developments increasing 
market volatility

• As we approach the 2020s the oil palm sector faces increasing 
levels of volatility that are creating both threats and opportunities 
for growers, processors and the numerous users of the oil and its 
downstream products. 

• After many decades of relative stability at the global geopolitical 
level, we are now facing considerable uncertainties 

• These uncertainties include the following: 

• The unpredictable and often chaotic US behaviour in its overseas 
engagements such as commerce and trade (TPP, NAFTA etc) 

• The continued advance of a resurgent China especially in commerce 
and trade (eg Belt and Road programme)

• A weakening of the EU and UK as economic blocs (eg after Brexit) 



Response of the sector

• These high-level developments will require carefully 
calibrated and country/region-specific responses from the 
oil palm (OP) sector as, for example, trade regulations and 
consumer/industry requirements evolve over the coming 
years. 

• Other developments include environmental and 
sustainability concerns that impact on consumers and new 
types of legislation that can be very different in various 
parts of the world. 

• Again these require calibrated responses from the OP 
sector rather than simplistic ‘one size fits all’ policies.



Supply side and R&D have qualified 
positives

• On the supply and R&D side there are many positives to consider. 

• After decades of stagnation there are glimmers of hope that oil 
yields can be significantly increased across the sector to match and 
exceed the levels of 6-10T/ha already achieved in some well 
managed plantations (but in short-medium term the prognosis for 
yield gains is poor due to labour/management issues)

• New biotechnologies and crop breeding systems promise 
breakthroughs in the ability to manipulate the architecture, 
performance and quality of the crop, including the ‘holy grail’ of 
designer oil composition (eg 70+ oleic) 

• Over the past five years progress has been especially impressive in 
genomics, marker assisted selection and new gene editing 
technologies for application in breeding. 



Oil Palm: scourge of the earth, or 
wonder crop?

• The oil palm industry has a serious image problem in much of 
Europe and N America 

• In these regions, oil palm is widely equated with deforestation, 
habitat destruction, unfair labour practices, big corporations etc

• Even many well educated people would agree that it is a 
“scourge of the earth” 

• An excellent example of this phenomenon was shown just a few 
days ago (Monday 9 April) when the UK supermarket chain 
‘Iceland’ announce a ban on palm oil in all branded products



BBC news, Monday 9 April, 2018

• The Iceland supermarket chain says it will stop using palm oil in own-brand products by 
the end of this year

• Palm oil is used in more than half of its products, from biscuits to soap.

• Iceland says growing demand for the oil is devastating tropical rainforests across 
southeast Asia

• One species affected by the crop is the orangutan population.

• In some regions, oil palm cultivation has resulted in deforestation, leaving species that 
lived in virgin forest without a home.

• Some palm plantations have been developed without consulting local communities over 
the use of their land, or even caused them to be forcibly displaced.



Oil Palm: scourge of the earth, or 
wonder crop?

• Oil palm is the major global edible vegetable oil crop

• It also supplies a huge non-food supply chain, from toothpaste 
and cosmetics to cleaning fluids

• Palm oil feeds over 2 billion people daily (mostly in Asia)

• With a productivity of 4-5 T/ha oil palm has a much lower 
environmental footprint than oilseed crops

• Over the past decade huge strides have been made in 
addressing sustainability issues, eg via RSPO

• Breeding advances, improved management, and expansion 
overseas provide good scope for continued increases in overall 
yield/production without encroaching on sensitive habitats 



Tuesday 10 April, 2018

The day after the Iceland story broke in the UK, several newspapers were 
carrying articles from NGOs that were critical of the decision and 
supportive of palm oil providing that it was certified as ‘sustainable’ and 
that adequate traceability systems were in place:

Nicole Polsterer, a campaigner at Fern (Dutch NGO), questions the 
effectiveness of Iceland's palm oil ban, saying that a product containing a 
palm oil substitute does not mean it is any better for the environment.

He also says the European Commission should consider introducing a 
mandatory duty of care policy on EU companies importing and consuming 
"forest risk commodities", such as soya and palm oil, "which would enhance 
transparency and traceability in supply chains". 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/


Tuesday 10 April, 2018

Darrel Webber, chief executive of the RSPO, says that the group "fully 
share Iceland's concerns about the environmental impact of palm oil", but "do 
not agree with the solutions they are adopting". 
"If Iceland want to guarantee that their oils and fats sourcing is not causing 
rainforest destruction, they should work with the rest of the supply chain to 
promote the use of sustainable standards, with a view to improve the 
sustainability of the entire market.”

John Sauven, executive director Greenpeace UK, says: "As global temperatures 
rise from burning forests, and populations of endangered species continue to 
dwindle, companies using agricultural commodities like palm oil will come 
under increasing pressure to clean up their supply chains.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/


Traceability and sustainability

• Consumer-demanded sustainability and traceability criteria can 
now increasingly be met thanks to more sophisticated imaging 
technology platforms (eg GIS) and increasingly robust certification 
schemes (eg RSPO/MSPO)

• In addition, there are several emerging breakthrough analytical 
methods to verify:

• The geographical provenance of oil samples 

• Rapidly and cheaply detect a wide range of contaminants such as 3-
MCPD and sludge oil components, illicitly blended non-palm fats 
(including lard)

• Rapidly and cheaply detect illicit additives such as colouring agents 
(eg Sudan IV) 



Increasing customer demands

• In line with these developments, major industry players 
such as IOI-Loders Croklan have recently named 
sustainability & traceability as among the ‘mega trends’ 
that will drive future food innovation.

• Meanwhile the global spread of OP is gathering pace, most 
notably in West Africa and South America. 

• In some of these cases the use of new high yield certified 
planting materials and niche products such as organic palm 
oil is creating additional markets in the US and EU. 

• In short, the sector is facing unprecedented new challenges 
and opportunities in order to fulfil its role as a true global 
‘wonder crop’. 



Authentication and Traceability in 
Palm Oil Supply Chains

• The oil palm sector faces many challenges with regard to consumer opinions in 
major markets such as Europe. 

• Part of the solution is to provide certified sustainable palm oil for use by industry 
for formulation into key consumer products, such as foods, cosmetics and cleaning 
products. This imposes a constraint on supply chains to verify the authenticity of 
their products. 

• In February 2018 Unilever became the first consumer goods company to publicly 
disclose the suppliers and mills from which they source palm oil, which they state 
as marking a major milestone towards creating a more traceable and sustainable 
industry.

• In some cases, the new demand for authenticated products can lead to 
economically motivated malpractices such as adulteration, mislabelling or 
‘unsustainable’ operations. 

• These activities create significant challenges for global supply chains that require 
more rigorous auditing and greater deployment of both existing and newly 
emerging analytical techniques to ensure the safety and reliability of traded 
agricultural products. 



Authentication & Traceablity

• Verification of oil grade (refined vs virgin vs extra-virgin)

• Verification of oil type (rapeseed vs sunflower vs palm)

• Geographical authentication

• Adulterant detection:
– Presence of animal fats
– Presence of colourings/dyes
– Presence of process contaminants
– Presence of lower grade/different vegetable oils



Methodologies and technologies for 
ensuring authenticity and traceability 

• Chemical analysis such as GC-IMS, GC-MS and LC-MS is 
already being used in vegetable oil authentication

• Stable isotope analysis - ratios of carbon (13C), 
nitrogen (15N), hydrogen (2H), oxygen (18O) and 
sulphur (34S) as used in food authentication studies 
and successfully employed for verification of olive oil 
provenance

• DNA-based methods - these are applicable mainly, but 
not exclusively, to non-refined oils and their products



The FlavourSpec – a low footprint, benchtop 
screening/analysis system 

Collaborators include Imspex Ltd and Wageningen University



Example: Geographical Authentication of Palm Oil

Nigerian

Colombian

Ecuadorian

Malaysian

Ghanaian

Mal x Ind x PNG



Example: Geographical Authentication of Olive Oil



GC-IMS advantages

• GC – IMS is a rapid, cost-effective and sensitive 
method for vegetable oil analysis

• The rapid screening method can be used for 
analysis of any vegetable oil, and works 
particularly well for detection of adulteration

• It has a wide range of potential applications 
within the vegetable oil industry 

Some adulterants include Sudan IV dye and other fats, including lard (pig fat!)



• Quality authentication of 

palm oils (QA/QC)

• Large scale geographical 

authentication studies for 

CPO and PKO

• Detection of adulterants 
in vegetable oils by:

– Coconut oil

– Palm fractions

– Colourants/dyes 

Next Steps



Conclusions about GC-IMS

• GC-IMS is rapid, cost-effective, 
portable and sensitive

• With further work, run times 
can be significantly reduced

• Classification by mill/plantation 
location is possible

• Detection of adulteration is 
possible (low detection limit of 
<<1%)

• Many other application of GC-
IMS in the vegetable oil 
industry (particularly palm)



Advanced breeding technologies

• Mass clonal propagation 

• Hybrid creation 

• DNA marker assisted selection 

• Genomics 

• Mutagenesis/TILLING

• Classical Transgenesis (genetic engineering or GM) 

1st generation GM technology 
was like going from the era of 

the stagecoach to railroads



Advanced breeding technologies

• Mass clonal propagation 

• Hybrid creation 

• DNA marker assisted selection 

• Genomics 

• Mutagenesis/TILLING

• Classical Transgenesis (genetic engineering or GM) 

• Genome editing: CRISPRs, ZNFs, TALENs etc

Genome editing takes us 
from the era of steam trains 
to intercontinental jet travel



Advanced breeding technologies

• Mass clonal propagation 

• Hybrid creation 

• DNA marker assisted selection 

• Genomics 

• Mutagenesis/TILLING

• Classical Transgenesis (genetic engineering or GM) 

• Genome editing: CRISPRs, ZNFs, TALENs etc

The new biotechnologies have created unprecedented opportunities 

for advances in the biological performance of food crops



Role of genomics in global research

• Genomics is now at the top of the global research agenda

• For example, China has invested billions of dollars in genomics R&D

China’s biotech industry was worth >$800 billion 
in 2017

BGI alone has one half of the entire global DNA 
sequencing capacity

It has also developed major bioinformatics 
expertise including US companies (CompGen)

Much of this R&D is focused on food crops



DNA sequencing costs have fallen 

several million-fold in the past 17 years

These costs are still falling and the <$100 
human genome sequence is now imminent



The ‘big data’ problem

• The ‘big data’ problem involves making sense of the masses of data 
now available thanks to modern IT - according to IBM >2.5 trillion 
bits (2,500,000,000,000,000) of new data are created daily

• Genomics has created its own big data problem that especially 
impacts on medicine and agriculture

• But the ‘big data’ problem  is also a key concern in many other 
sectors including finance, international security, retail business, 
climate science, military science etc 

• Therefore, much of our research into big data has the potential to 
impact beyond the immediate target area of crop improvement



Bioinformatics is key to the 

practical application of genomics

• Genomics will be an essential aspect of medium-to-long term 
strategies for crop improvement

• Future research investments should focus increasingly on 
real-life priorities such as crop yield/quality and much more 
effort should be deployed in bioinformatics

• Improvements in genomic technologies over the past decade 
mean that data acquisition now far outstrips our ability to 
properly store, analyze, understand and exploit such data



Some examples of our papers that address 

‘big data’ issues in medicine and plant science

Medicine

Eukaryotic genomes

Plant genomes



Sequencing the oil palm genome by MPOB has 
identified several key genes for use by breeders 

SHELL gene: regulates fruit yield (Nature 2013)

Mantling gene: regulates epigenetic clonal abnormalities (Nature 2015)



Our oil palm research

• We give expert advice to palm oil growers, including smallholders, on crop 
breeding aimed at increasing sustainable production

• We have several research collaborations on crop genomics, especially 
bioinformatics and biotechnology



Latest gene 
model, 2017

We used two independent gene 
prediction pipelines

We also integrated transcriptome 
& genome data into the model



Identifying disease resistance related genes 
in oil palm via Comparative Genomics

• The completion and publication of the oil palm genome sequence in 
2013 has provided an important dataset that is enabling researchers to 
analyse and mine this genome for functions such as R genes that are 
involved in aspects of disease resistance 

• Efforts towards in identification of R genes may help in improving 
disease resistance screening for the most major disease in oil palm, 
namely basal stem rot caused by the fungal pathogen Ganoderma 
boninense 

• These findings can provide information about the species evolution as 
well as the identification of agronomically important genes in major 
crops

• Paper published in PLOS ONE, April 2018



• Identification of orthologous R 
genes  in O. sativa & M. acuminataOrthoMCL2.0 

•Sequence similarity searches
BLASTP 

• Ortholog sequences aligned to 
identify conserved regionsMAFFT  and Muscle

•Protein domain analysisPfam, 
Interpro,ScanProsite, 

NCBI CD-Search

•Phylogenetic analysis
Mega6 and MAFFT

The completion and publication of the oil palm genome sequence in 2013 has provided an 
important dataset that is enabling researchers to analyse and mine this genome for 
functions such as R genes that are involved in aspects of disease resistance 

Efforts towards in identification of R genes may help in improving disease resistance 
screening for the most major disease in oil palm, namely basal stem rot caused by the 
fungal pathogen Ganoderma boninense. 

These findings can provide information about the species evolution as well as the 
identification of agronomically important genes in major crops.

Figure: Evolutionary relationship between M. acuminata
and O. sativa orthologs with non-TIR NBS LRR of the E. 
guineensis genes constructed using MAFFT tree

Identifying disease resistance related genes in oil palm 
using Comparative Genomics



Short-term target traits

• Oil yield

• Oil quality (ie fatty acid composition)

• Height 

• These are the key traits for short/medium term priority and have 
the potential to reduce requirements for further expansion of 
farmland

• Therefore they can reduce the overall environmental footprint of 
agriculture

• They can also be implemented quickly in conjunction with 
improved input strategies (eg fertilizers & biocides)



Medium-term target traits – 2020+

• Abiotic stress tolerance: water, thermal, saline

• Pathogen tolerance

• Pest tolerance

• These are mostly complex multigenic traits that require long 
term investments in R&D

• They have the potential to greatly reduce use of biocide 
chemicals and hence to reduce costs and environmental 
footprint and thereby improve sustainability



Long term target traits – 2040+

• Crop architecture

• Nitrogen efficiency (including N fixation)

• Photosynthetic efficiency: Rubisco & C4 engineering

• Apomixis

• Domesticating new crops

• These are ‘blue skies’ targets that are high risk with timescales 
measured in  decades

• But they are still worth pursuing as long term public sector 
research programs



High oleic oils

• Cheap but ‘healthy’ commodity oils

• High monounsaturate content (olive oil, Mediterranean diet etc)

• Do not require hydrogenation (low trans)

• Suitable for non-food use, eg lubricants (low oxidation)



New high-oleic oil palm varieties

• HOT (high oleic transgenic) is currently under 
development in Malaysia but is >10-15 years from 
realisation

• Also, non-GM palm oil varieties @ 55%+ oleic could 
also be available in the near future 

• New OP germplasm from Africa & S America is 
showing great promise of even higher oleic levels 
(70%+) in the medium-term future

• Both strategies should be pursued most vigorously



Some key points

• Oil palm is a major global tree crop that produces two high 
quality oils that feed >2 billion people and creates wealth in 
developing countries

• Sequencing the genome was a crucial first step to improve this 
vital crop

• But in order to unlock the meaning of the genome we need to 
use bioinformatics to move from raw data to real-world utility

• Colleagues in Malaysia are spearheading this effort with input 
from other researchers throughout the world 

• We are optimistic that this team effort will allow us to blend of 
modern and traditional biotechnologies to create improved oil 
palm varieties to address the challenges of the 21st century  



Conclusions 1

• We live in a highly volatile period and need to respond 
effectively to changing market demands and expectations

• Remember “the customer is always correct” – even if they 
are wrong!

• The oil palm industry has some big challenges

• But it is underpinned by great R&D and knowhow that 
provide tools to overcome such challenges



Conclusions 2

• Malaysia is now well engaged in the sustainability agenda 
with good progress also with smallholders

• But there are many more steps needed along this long and 
difficult road, especially in refining MSPO so that it is as 
widely accepted as RSPO 

• It is better to work with NGOs (where possible) and refrain 
from excessive confrontation

• Credible environmental research published in high impact 
international journals is vital in areas such as environmental 
studies (eg GHG emissions, LUC, LCA etc)



Conclusions 3

• There is great scope from current R&D for increased crop 
performance including oil yield/quality, disease tolerance, 
reduced input use, and stress tolerance (climate change)

• However these advances need to be translated from lab to 
field

• Over recent years there has been a worrying stagnation and 
even deterioration in yield and quality in some areas

• Labour and other crop management issues need to be 
tackled so that we realize the potential of existing crops  

• But replanting with improved varieties should also be 
accelerated



So, is Oil Palm the scourge of the 
earth, or is it wonder crop?

• I think/hope we all know the answer to that question!

• However we need to get this message out to the wider world

• We have the tools to create a truly and verifiably sustainable 
production and supply chain for palm oil and its downstream edible 
and non-edible products 

• Much progress has been made in the past decade and there are some 
fantastic ‘good news’ stories emerging

• Oil palm should continue to expand as the premier global oil crop 

• Thanks to its strengths in R&D and other expertise, Malaysia is well 
placed to continue being a major player in a global industry that could 
be producing >140 Mt/yr (worth $US 100 billion) by 2050 



Thank you for your attention


